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Abstract-- In electromagnetic transient analysis, a major issue 

is the influence of the imperfect earth on the propagation 

characteristics of conductors. Although soil electrical properties 

present significant frequency-dependent (FD) behavior, in most 

cases earth is considered with constant properties. In this paper, 

the impact of the FD soil properties on the propagation 

characteristics of underground cables is investigated. For this 

purpose, generalized earth formulations are considered, taking 

into account the impact of earth conduction effects on both series 

impedance and shunt admittance of cable conductors. 

Comparisons are carried out using different FD soil models, also 

constant soil properties and with approximate earth 

formulations, neglecting the influence of imperfect earth on shunt 

admittances. Finally, transient simulations are performed to 

evaluate the impact of the different approaches. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

TUDIES of electromagnetic (ΕΜ) transients in power 

systems require the accurate calculation in a wide 

frequency range of the parameters of system components. 

Among them, the series impedance and shunt admittance of 

transmission lines are probably the most crucial. Considering 

underground cable systems, Pollaczek first proposed formulas 

for the calculation of the series self and mutual impedance, 

assuming earth as a perfect conductor [1]. Later, Sunde [2] 

included in Pollaczek’s formulas the influence of earth 

permittivity. Pollaczek’s and Sunde’s formulations are 

implemented in the routines of ATP-EMTP and EMTP-RV, 

respectively. However, the accuracy of these pioneering 

approaches is limited to the low-frequency (LF) range, since 

the influence of the imperfect earth on the shunt admittance is 
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neglected.  

Earth models involving earth correction terms for the shunt 

admittance of underground power cables have been proposed 

in [3]-[7]; systematic investigations using these models have 

been presented in [8], [9]. In these studies, the electrical 

properties of soil, that is, resistivity and permittivity, were 

considered constant, although, it is well established that they 

are frequency-dependent (FD). 

Several models have been proposed for the prediction of 

the FD soil electrical properties [10]-[13], as summarized in 

[14]. These models were applied to investigate the transient 

performance of overhead transmission lines [15]-[17] and 

grounding systems [14] subjected to lightning surges. It is 

important that the effects of the dispersion of soil electrical 

properties on EM propagation in underground cables [18] 

have been investigated only poorly so far. 

This paper investigates the propagation characteristics of 

underground cables as affected by the FD soil electrical 

properties, by adopting the generalized formulation of earth 

return impedance and shunt admittance proposed in [5]. The 

widely applied FD soil model developed by Longmire and 

Smith [11], as well as those proposed in [12] and [13] have 

been employed for calculating the propagation characteristics 

of underground cables. Neglecting the influence of imperfect 

earth on the cable shunt admittance was also examined. 

Results are discussed through comparisons based on the 

adopted soil models and EM simulations of the transient 

response of an underground cable variable in length. 

II.  EARTH IMPEDANCE AND ADMITTANCE PARAMETERS 

A single core (SC) cable buried in a homogeneous earth, as 

shown in Fig. 1, is considered as a case study. The per-unit-

length self-earth impedance and admittance of the cable are 

derived by (1) and (2), respectively, by replacing hi and hj with 

the burial depth h [5]: 
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where 2 2 2   k k xa k   and 
1 1 .xk     The EM properties 

of air are denoted as ε0, μ0 (σ0 = 0) and those of the 

homogeneous earth as ε1, μ1 and σ1; the corresponding 

propagation constants are defined as: 

  m m m mj j     (6) 

with m: 0 and 1 for air and earth, respectively. 

 
Fig. 1.  Layout and characteristics of the single core cable. 

III.  FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT SOIL MODELS 

Soil is a dispersive lossy dielectric material with unity 

relative magnetic permeability. Thus, for EM transient studies, 

soil is characterized by its FD electrical properties: relative 

permittivity, εr1, and effective conductivity, σ1 or resistivity, 

ρ1. Several models have been reported in literature for the 

prediction of the FD electrical properties of soil. In this work 

the Longmire and Smith [11] (LS), Portela’s [12] (POR), and 

the Alipio and Visacro [13] (AV) models have been adopted. 

The LS model [11] was developed based on laboratory 

measurements performed by Scott [10] and Wilkenfeld [11] 

(frequency range: 100–2·108 Hz). According to this model, εr1 

and σ1 (S/m) are given by (7) and (8), verified using circuit 

analysis: 
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In (7) and (8) εr1,∞ is the relative permittivity of soil at high 

frequencies (HF), note that a HF value equal to 5 is proposed 

in [11], σ1,DC (S/m) is the DC soil conductivity, an (p.u.) are 

empirical coefficients with values listed in Table I and fn (Hz) 

are scaling coefficients given in [14] as: 

  8312.0

,1

1- 12510 DC

n

nf  . (9) 

The POR model [12] was derived on the basis of 

measurements conducted on undisturbed soil samples from 

several regions in Brazil (frequency range: 100–2·106 Hz). 

The soil properties εr1 and σ1 (S/m) are given as: 
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where σ1,LF (μS/m) is the soil conductivity at LF (specifically 

at 100 Hz), aP (p.u.) and βP (saP·μS/m) are empirical 

coefficients with values depending on the tested soil. In this 

study, aP and βP are taken as 0.72 p.u. and 0.1 s0.72·μS/m, 

respectively. 

Alipio and Visacro [13] performed field measurements of 

the electrical properties of soil at several locations in Brazil 

(frequency range: 100–4·106 Hz). Based on mean 

measurement results, the following empirical expressions were 

proposed for εr1 and σ1 (S/m): 
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where εr1,∞ is the relative permittivity of soil at HF (a HF value 

equal to 12 is proposed in [13]), σ1,LF (mS/m) is the soil 

conductivity at LF (specifically at 100 Hz) and γAV (p.u.) is an 

empirical coefficient equal to 0.54 p.u. Note that in (7)-(13) f 

is the frequency in Hz. 

A.  Examined soil cases 

Several soils differing in electrical properties were 

assumed; the properties of the soil cases are given in Table II. 

In Cases #1.1 and #1.2, ρ1 and εr1 are considered constant, 

with ρ1=100 Ωm and εr1 taking values 15 and 43, respectively. 

The value of 15 for εr1 is considered as typical in [19] for ρ1 = 

100 Ωm, whereas that of 43 is obtained for εr1 at 1 MHz from 

the LS model. In Case #1.3, ρ1 and εr1 are considered as 

frequency-dependent, with ρ1=100 Ωm at 100 Hz. 

Specifically, for this case, soil electrical properties are 

estimated in the frequency range of 1 kHz to 1 MHz, by 

applying the three FD soil models, as described by (7)-(13). In 

an analogous way, by using ρ1=1000 Ωm, Cases #2.1-#2.3 

have also been assumed. 

B.  Comparison of soil properties 

Figs. 2a and 2b show ρ1 and εr1, respectively, as a function 

of frequency for the Cases #1.3 and #2.3. Note that ρ1,DC in the 

LS model is selected equal to 104.8 Ωm for Case #1.3 and 

1097 Ωm for Case #2.3, so as to yield ρ1 values equal to 

100 Ωm and 1000 Ωm at 100 Hz, respectively. 

Regarding soil resistivity results of Fig. 2a, ρ1 decreases 

with frequency, especially when the ρ1,LF is 1000 Ωm; thus, as 

ρ1,LF increases the dependence of ρ1 on frequency becomes 

more intense. Deviations in the estimates of ρ1 among FD soil 

models increase with ρ1,LF and frequency; the most 

pronounced dependence of ρ1 on frequency is predicted by the 

POR model. 

From Fig. 2b it is evident that εr1 decreases drastically with 

frequency, with the rate of decrease varying among models. 

The high εr1 values can be attributed to interfacial polarization; 
TABLE I 

EMPIRICAL COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR THE LS [11] SOIL MODEL 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

an 

(p.u.) 

3.40 

x106 

2.74 

x105 

2.58 

x104 

3.38 

x103 

5.26 

x102 

1.33 

x102 

2.72 

x101 

1.25 

x101 

4.80 

x100 

2.17 

x100 

9.80 

x10−1 

3.92 

x10−1 

1.73 

x10−1 
 

TABLE II 

PROPERTIES OF EXAMINED SOIL CASES  

Case ρ1 (Ωm) εr1 

#1.1 100 15 

#1.2 100 43 

#1.3 FD: 100 @ 100 Hz FD 

#2.1 1000 5 

#2.2 1000 23 

#2.3 FD: 1000 @ 100 Hz FD 
 

Conductor
rc = 1.19 cm
μr,c = 1
ρc = 2.1 10-8 Ω m

Insulation
rins1 = 1.86 cm
εr,ins1 = 2.72
μr,ins1 = 1

Air

Earth

h
 =

 1
.0

 m



 

 
Fig. 2.  Soil electrical properties: (a) ρ1 and (b) εr1 calculated by the three FD 

soil models. 
 

such values are commonly measured at LF [20]. As also can 

be deduced from (10), the POR model yields estimates of εr1 

which are independent of LF soil resistivity; this is not the 

case for the LS and AV soil models, where εr1 is lower for 

higher soil resistivity. The highest dispersion of soil electrical 

properties is observed for the LS model. The predicted 

behavior of soil electrical properties by the LS and AV models 

is in line with that experimentally obtained in [20], [21]. 

C.  Comparison of propagation characteristics 

In Fig. 3 the cable attenuation constant, velocity and 

characteristic impedance magnitude are presented for soil 

Case #2.3, using the three examined FD soil models. The LS 

and AV models yield generally similar results up to 300 kHz. 

For higher frequencies there are differences between the two 

models, especially in the cable velocity (Fig. 3b) and 

characteristic impedance (Fig. 3c). The POR soil model results 

deviate from those obtained from LS and AV models, starting 

from the frequency of 10 kHz and becoming more pronounced 

in the HF range. This is attributed mainly to deviations in ρ1, 

more marked in the HF range as shown in Fig. 2a, considering 

also that εr1 effects due to displacement current on cable 

propagation characteristics are evident at the HF region. 

IV.  FD SOIL MODELING EFFECTS ON CABLE PROPAGATION 

CHARACTERISTICS 

To demonstrate the impact of FD soil electrical properties 

on cable propagation characteristics the following ratio is 

employed for the LS formulation (7) and (8): 
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In the denominator of (14) Cases #1.1 and #2.1 are used as 

reference, since they represent the most commonly adopted 

soil models. The numerator also includes Cases #1.2 and #2.2. 

A.  Earth formulation including earth admittance 

In Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c the cable attenuation constant, 

velocity and characteristic impedance magnitude are  

 

 

 
Fig. 3.  SC cable (a) attenuation constant, (b) velocity and (c) characteristic 
impedance magnitude using different soil models; Case #2.3. 

 

compared for Cases #1.1-#1.3; the corresponding ratios 

according to (14) are shown in Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c, 

respectively. The propagation characteristics are similar for 

frequencies up to some kHz. This frequency range is 

characterized by fcr-min, estimated by [9]: 

101min 2%1.0%1.0 rcrcr ff 
 (15) 

Actually, fcr-min can be used to describe the FD behavior of 

the earth in terms of resistive and displacement currents, since 

for lower frequencies the earth behaves as a conductor. As 

frequency increases the displacement and resistive currents 

become comparable and the earth behaves both as conductor 

and insulator, thus deviations in the propagation 

characteristics are observed especially for the attenuation 

constant, as shown in Figs. 4a and 5a. Finally, for frequencies 

higher than fcr displacement currents start to dominate and the 

earth behaves mainly as an insulator [9]. 

Therefore, as the soil Cases shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are 

highly conductive (ρ1,LF =100 Ωm), the effects of εr1 on cable 

propagation characteristics are minimal. At HF the differences 

between the results of Cases #1.2 and #1.3 are mainly due to 

the frequency-dependent ρ1 for Case #1.3, since for Case #1.2 

ρ1 is constant. 

In Fig. 6 the ratios of cable propagation characteristics are 

presented for Cases #2.2 and #2.3. Differences in propagation 

characteristics are more pronounced for these soil cases, since 

according to (15) displacement current is more important as 

earth resistivity increases. For frequencies above fcr-min (~ some 

hundreds of Hz), the propagation characteristics between 

Cases #2.2 and #2.3 to #2.1 present significant differences. 

 



 

 

 
Fig. 4.  SC cable (a) attenuation constant, (b) velocity and (c) characteristic 
impedance magnitude for Cases #1.1-#1.3. 
 

In the HF region (f>fcr) the cable propagation 

characteristics are primarily affected by the displacement 

currents thus, accurate selection of the FD earth modeling 

approach is of major significance. In this region the 

propagation constant of the SC cable (γHF) can be 

approximated with that of a bare wire (γbare) [9]: 

 1 1 1         HF e e bareZ Y j j . (16) 

Under this approximation:  

 as εr1 increases the cable propagation attenuation 

constant as well as velocity decrease [8], 

 considering a decreasing ρ1 with frequency, due to 

the FD behavior of soil, such as that shown in Fig. 2, 

the cable attenuation constant increases whereas 

velocity decreases with frequency. 

These may explain the results of Figs. 3-5. In the HF 

region, as a result of the higher εr1, the attenuation constant is 

lower for Cases #1.2, #1.3, #2.2 and #2.3 than Cases #1.1 and 

#2.1. Moreover, due to the significant reduction of ρ1 in the 

HF region, the attenuation constant is higher for Case #2.3 

than Case #2.2 for frequencies higher than 400 kHz (Fig. 6). 

B.  Approximate earth formulation 

Fig. 7 shows the cable propagation characteristics for Cases 

#2.1-#2.3 calculated according to Sunde’s [2] approximate 

approach, that is, by assuming wave propagation at LF. This is 

done using in (1)–(5) a propagation constant equal to zero 

( 0)xk    and a perfectly conducting earth by neglecting the 

earth admittance term of (2) [3], [4]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Ratios of (a) attenuation constant, (b) velocity and (c) characteristic 
impedance magnitude for Cases #1.2 and #1.3. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Ratios of (a) attenuation constant, (b) velocity and (c) characteristic 
impedance magnitude for Cases #2.2 and #2.3. 
 

As can be deduced from the comparison between Figs. 6 

and 7 the calculated cable propagation characteristics show a 

significantly different behavior with frequency. The results 

obtained using Sunde’s approach are not consistent with the 

EM field propagation in terms of (16); increasing εr1 results in 

increasing attenuation constant and velocity.  



 

 
Fig. 7.  SC cable (a) attenuation constant and (b) velocity for Cases #2.1-

#2.3. Approximate earth formulation. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Comparison of ratios for the (a) attenuation constant and (b) velocity 
between the proposed and approximate earth formulations. Case #2.3. 

 

To further analyze the differences between the generalized 

and the approximate earth formulation the corresponding 

propagation characteristic ratios are compared in Fig. 8. It is 

evident that the propagation characteristics obtained by the 

generalized formulation are sensitive to soil FD dispersion; 

this is not the case for the results obtained by the approximate 

earth formulation. 

V.  TRANSIENT RESPONSES 

To demonstrate the effects of soil modeling on cable 

transient responses, a voltage source producing a standard 

lightning impulse (1.2/50 μs waveform) of 1 pu amplitude is 

applied at the cable sending end S, with the receiving end R, 

open-ended. The transient responses are obtained for two 

cable lengths (ℓ = 100 and 1000 m) by using the transient 

simulation model introduced in [22] and the generalized earth 

formulation of (1) and (2) for calculating cable parameters. 

The natural frequency of the two cables was estimated about 

110 kHz (100 m) and 10 kHz (1000 m) [23].  

 

In Figs. 9a and 9b results are presented for soils Cases 

#1.1-#1.3. Small differences in transient responses are 

observed only for ℓ = 100 m. This is due to the fact that the 

natural frequency (110 kHz) of this cable is significantly 

higher than fcr-min; the latter is 4.2 kHz when the values at HF 

region of ρ1 = 81 Ωm and εr1 = 43, acquired using the LS soil 

model, are considered. This effect is more pronounced for soil 

Cases #2.1-#2.3, as can be seen in Fig. 10, because of a lower 

fcr-min (1.38 kHz), the latter as obtained using the HF region 

values of ρ1 = 568 Ωm and εr1 = 23. For the same reason, 

differences up to ~10% in transient responses are also 

observed for the cable with length 1000 m.    

Finally, the transient responses at the cable end R obtained 

using the generalized and the Sunde’s approximate earth 

formulations are presented in Fig. 11 for the soil Case #2.3. 

Noticeable differences are observed both in terms of voltage 

amplitude and attenuation rate for both cables, especially for 

the shortest one. Since the generalized earth formulation takes 

into account the earth admittance in cable parameters, the 

transient response so obtained shows a faster attenuation rate. 
 

 

 
Fig. 9. Transient responses at end R for Cases #1.1-#1.3 and cable length 

equal to (a) 1000 m and (b) 100 m. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Transient responses at end R for cases #2.1-#2.3 and cable length 
equal to (a) 1000 m and (b) 100 m. 



 

 
Fig. 11. Transient responses at end R for Case # 2.3 and cable length equal to 

(a) 1000 m and (b) 100 m. 
 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of the frequency-dependent (FD) soil electrical 

properties on the propagation characteristics and transient 

response of underground single core cables have been 

investigated, by considering several soils differing in electrical 

properties. 

 Significant differences are observed in the predicted 

behavior of soil among the examined FD models. 

Generally, the divergence between the LF and HF ρ1 

values is higher for soils of higher resistivity; such soils 

exhibit lower εr1 values as well. 

 The effects of using an FD soil model instead of one with 

constant soil properties on calculating cable propagation 

characteristics are significant. They are mainly attributed 

to the ρ1 dispersion, become more pronounced with ρ1,LF 

and can be interpreted based on fcr-min, below which 

displacement current has negligible influence.  

 The influences of displacement current and FD soil 

properties on cable transient response depend on the 

cable length, becoming more evident for shorter lengths. 

As line length decreases the natural frequency of the line 

increases, thus more HF components are contained in the 

transient response. 

 The cable propagation characteristics obtained using 

generalized formulations that consider the series 

impedance and shunt admittance are consistent with EM 

field propagation. Results obtained using approximate 

earth formulations show low sensitivity to the dispersion 

of soil electrical properties. 
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